There is an increasing interest in changing information systems to support business processes in a more direct way. This means to actively deliver tasks to be performed to the right persons at the right point in time with the necessary information and application functions needed for performing this task. Process-oriented workflow technology is a very interesting candidate to achieve this goal. In fact, many companies have already started to implement information systems based on this kind of technology. Hence the important question arises, how far do we get using this technology. Is the functionality provided powerful enough to support a wide range of application scenarios or is it only suitable for rather simple applications? And, if the latter is the case, are the missing functions of the "just to do" type or are more fundamental issues addressed? The paper uses the clinical application scenario to explain, to motivate, and to elaborate the functionality needed to adequately support an advanced (and challenging) application environment. It shows that workflow technology is still lacking very important features and concepts to serve this domain. Although the clinical domain is used for explanatory purposes, the problems addressed are also valid for other non-trivial application areas. The paper surveys the state of the art in the areas addressed and presents possible solutions for some of the issues based on the concepts elaborated in the ADEPT project.
Introduction
For a variety of reasons, companies are developing a growing interest in changing their information systems such that they behave "process-oriented" in the sense that they do actively support the business processes, respectively the people involved therein. That means to offer the right tasks, at the right point in time, to the right persons along with all the information needed to perform this task. Up to now, however, most information systems are (more or less) purely functionally oriented: An application system (usually sitting upon a database system) is offering functions for querying customer data, functions for querying or entering order data, functions for writing invoices, etc. Making such systems to behave process-oriented is -if it is done by conventional programming methods (decision tables, state and transition tables, or if-then-else-statements) -a non-trivial task. As not all functions may be offered by one application system, it may even require to issue remote procedure calls across application modules, may be even across different computers, thus making the implementation complex and error-prone. -The most severe problem in this context, however, is probably caused by program maintenance. While functionally oriented information systems tend to remain stable (i.e. unchanged) for rather long periods of time, process-oriented systems have to change whenever the process changes, and this may happen rather frequently (and once an information system has been made to behave strictly process-oriented, it must be adjusted to changes in the business processes very quickly.)
When analyzing the alternatives to implement process-oriented information systems in sufficient depth (cf. [Dada96] , [ReDa97] , [ShRo93] , [LeRo97] ) one comes to the conclusion that such systems can only be implemented in a cost-effective and reliable fashion if the implementation of the process flow (control flow) can be (1) described and implemented separately from the application functions and (2) the implementation of the application functions can be kept (nearly) as simple as in the case of purely functionally oriented information (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) systems. That is during implementation one should not have to bother about concurrency control and recovery (including logging) issues, about inter-process communication (e.g. remote procedure calls which do never return) and -in the ideal case -also not about the issue that the order in which steps are performed in the process may be changed at a later point in time. The same holds for preceding or succeeding steps which may be omitted. That is it should be possible to implement application functions as isolated components which can expect that their input parameters are provided upon invocation by the run-time environment and which only have to worry about producing correct values for their output parameters. This is, when looking at the whole picture, not as trivial as it looks like at first glance! All the other issues should be handled by the built-time and run-time environment of the process-oriented information system. In case the process has to be aborted it should also support the invocation of "compensation functions" similar to those described in [Elma92] for semantically "undoing" the affected steps.
If this can be achieved, then the implementation of process-oriented applications or whole process-oriented information systems may one day consist in selecting an appropriate process or workflow (WF) template from a WF library, to customize the template according to the individual needs, to pick-up appropriate application components from a component library, to plug them into the WF template, and to run a system check whether the interfaces of the components harmonize such that they can properly work together as specified by the WF template (cf. [NGT92] , [Dada96] ). This may also require an automatic or semi-automatic mapping process to achieve the "interoperability" of these pre-existing (perhaps purchased) components.
Process-oriented workflow technology, as offered by workflow management systems (WfMS) like FlowMark [LeRo97] or WorkParty [Rupi97] , for example, is already providing a major step towards this direction. Advanced WfMSs of this category allow to model the control flow and the data flow explicitly and independently from the implementation of the application components. They "deliver" the values for the input parameters to the component before its invocation and pick-up the output values after its completion. This is done in FlowMark, for example, by so-called input and output containers which allow, in principle, (at least to a certain degree) to write the application components in the isolated fashion described above. So the interesting point is how far do we get with such kind of technology (database technology for data management + WfMS technology for WF management + application functions) for the implementation of process-oriented information systems when being applied in real-world application environments? Does this technology cover a broad spectrum of possible application areas or is it narrow in the sense that only a certain type of applications can be supported adequately? -And, if this is the case, which additional functionality is needed?
Based on many years of first-hand knowledge of and personal working experience in the clinical domain, based on the experiences made in dedicated projects (cf. [Kuhn94] , [Kuhn94a] , [Dada96] , [RKD96] , [RSD97] , for example) and having also insights and experiences in other domains like Business Administration and Concurrent Engineering ( [OrDa95] , [BeDa96] ) we are convinced that the clinical application domain is very valuable for the evaluation of technologies for real-world, large-scale process-oriented information systems. We believe (and will explain this in the sequel) that the realization of process-oriented clinical information systems is a great challenge -if not even the "killer application" for this type of technology. It shows or combines, like in a nutshell, all the problems and challenges usually only found in different application areas. On the other hand, once the technology has been made powerful enough to adequately support this domain, then it will be able to support a very broad spectrum of different application areas. Because of this clinical applications can serve as an ideal test bed for process-oriented information systems.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we describe the characteristic properties of clinical working environments as far as they are relevant for the addressed theme. It is a description of the real life and not an artificial scenario to justify a special research topic. In Section 0 we evaluate the description of this application scenario, and we discuss and derive technological requirements. In Section 4 we give a survey on research and development contributions which are related to these issues. In Section 5 we will show that some of these aspects should be considered in conjunction with each other and will use the ADEPT concepts to illustrate how an integrated approach could look like. Section 6 concludes with a summary and an outlook on future work.
Clinical Working Environments
In today's hospitals, the work of physicians and nurses is significantly burdened by numerous organizational as well as medical tasks. Procedures must be planned and prepared, appointments be made, and results be obtained and evaluated. Usually, in the diagnostic and treatment process of a particular patient, various, organizationally more or less separate units are involved. For a patient treated in a department of internal medicine or surgery, for example, usually tests and procedures performed by the laboratory and the radiology department will be necessary. For performing these tasks half a dozen or more additional units may be involved. In addition, specimen or the patient herself or himself have to be transported, physicians from other units may need to come and see the patient, and -in all of these steps -reports have to be written, sent, and evaluated at the receiving site. Thus, the cooperation between different organizational units as well as between medical personnel is a vital and frequent task, with repetitive, but nevertheless non-trivial character. Processes of different complexity and duration (up to several months) can be identified. One can find short processes, like order entry and result reporting for laboratory and radiology, but also complex and long-running (even cyclic) processes like chemotherapy for in-and out-patients.
Physicians have to decide which interventions are medically necessary or not -under the perspective of costs and invasiveness -or which are even dangerous because of possible side-effects or interactions. In addition, many medical procedures need preparatory measures of various, sometimes considerable complexity. Before a surgery can take place, for example, a patient has to undergo numerous preliminary examinations, each of which requiring additional preparations. While some of them are known in advance others may have to be scheduled dynamically, depending on the individual patient and his or her state of health. To aggravate the situation medical procedures may have to be performed in certain orders, sometimes with a given minimal time or maximal time between them. After an injection with contrast medium is given to a patient (e.g., in conjunction with a radiological procedure), for example, some other tests cannot be performed within a certain period of time. Usually, physicians have to coordinate the tasks related to their patients manually, taking into account all the dependencies that exist between them. This includes, for example, that they must be aware of the consequences for missing the deadline of a certain task with respect to subsequent or dependent steps, respectively. Changing a schedule (e.g., in case of problems on the side of the patient) is therefore often not trivial and requires time-consuming communication. For some medical procedures, physicians from various departments have to work together. So, coherent series of appointments have to be arranged, and for each step actual and adequate information has to be provided. Typically, each unit involved in the patient treatment process concentrates on the function it has to perform. Thus, the process is subdivided into partial, functionand organization-oriented views, and optimization usually stops at the border of the department. Because of this, from the patient as well as from the hospital perspective unpleasant and unwanted effects occur: hospital stays can be longer than necessary, costs or even invasiveness of the patient treatment may increase. In critical situations, missing information may lead to late or even wrong decisions. Investigations have shown that medical personnel is aware of these problems and that computer systems helping to make appointments and providing the necessary information would be highly welcome to nurses and to physicians (see [McTi88] , [Leap91] ). In an increasing way it is being understood, that the correlation between medicine, organization and information is high, and that today's organizational structures and today's computerized systems offer sub-optimal support. This is even more the case for health networks.
The roles of physicians and nurses complicate the problem. They are responsible for more than one patient, and they have to provide optimal treatment processes for all of their patients. Many tasks are quite critical to patient care and even minor errors may have disastrous consequences. The working situation is characterized and burdened by frequent context switches: unforeseen events and emergency situations occur, patient status changes, information necessary to react adequately is missing (up to: "where is my patient?'). The physician is confronted with a massive load of data that have to be structured, intellectually processed, and put into relation to the problems of the individual patient. This can be regarded as an "informational overload" [Gree89] orsomewhat more precisely -as "data overload" and "information underload". It is not surprising, that physicians tend to make mistakes (wrong decisions as well as omissive errors) under these circumstances [Leap91] .
From the perspective of patients, a concentration on her or his actual treatment process independent of the various units and their coordination problems is highly desirable. Medical personnel, very similarly, wishes to treat and help patients and not to spend their time on organizational and book-holding tasks. From the perspective of health care providers, the huge potential in the improvement of medical processes has been identified: length of stay, number of tests and procedures, number of complications could be reduced. Consequently there is a growing interest in process orientation and quality management. Medical and organizational processes are being analyzed, and the role of medical guidelines describing diagnostic and treatment steps for given diagnoses is emphasized.
When efforts are taken to improve the flow of clinical processes, it is extremely important not to restrict the physician or the nurse. Early attempts to change the function-oriented views of patient processes have been unsuccessful whenever rigidity came with them. Variations in the course of a disease or a pre-planned treatment process are deeply inherent to medicine -the unforeseen event is to some degree a "normal" phenomenon. Medical personnel must be free to react and is trained to do so. For example, in the case of an acute emergency, physicians may collect information about a patient (e.g., the result of a previously performed procedure) by phone and afterwards proceed with the process -without waiting for the (electronic) report to be written. On the other side, a medical procedure may have to be aborted and repeated later if the patient's state of health gets worse or if the provider finds out that some prerequisites are violated (e.g., the patient has not a an empty stomach). Ad hoc deviations from the planned process are therefore frequent and they form a key part of process flexibility. When a computer-based system is used to assist physicians and nurses, they must gain complete initiative whenever they need it. If it is too rigid or if its use in exceptional situations is more cumbersome and time-consuming than simply handling the exception by a telephone call to the right person, the system won't be accepted by medical personnel.
Human-machine interaction is still a major issue. Physicians often work at various sites of a hospital with different roles, e.g. on a ward with responsibility for the treatment process, and, for a few hours a day, in a laboratory to perform a procedure. Medical personnel may change from one department to another. As a result, physicians and nurses may be infrequent and inexperienced users at least in some of their roles. Very often, medical tasks are time critical, however. Computer dialogues may be interrupted and continued later. Thus, computer interfaces have to be easy to handle, self-explaining and -most important -they have to follow the same general interaction model. Any new system which does not seem immediately to ease the daily work of physicians and nurses will be poorly accepted by them. Full system control for the user should be available whenever needed. Especially when hospital-wide functionality has to be provided, interfaces must be consistent over the numerous workstations installed in a hospital.
Technological Challenges for Process-oriented Information Systems
The description of the working scenario in Sect. 0 illustrates that an information system giving instant access to a comprehensive electronic patient record would be very valuable; it would help to save time and thus, hopefully, help to reduce stress for the clinical personnel. It makes also evident, however, that the on-line access to the electronic patient record alone will not dramatically change or improve the situation, especially with respect to avoid the errors described above. At first glance, knowledge-based systems, "fed" with comprehensive medical knowledge could certainly, in principle, help a lot in this respect. We also have made experiments into this direction (see [HKD94] ). The problem of this approach is (as often) not at the technological side. It is knowledge-acquisition, knowledge-maintenance, and -last but not least -potential legal problems with respect to responsibilities. Therefore our conclusion was that a clinical information system should mainly concentrate to support the organizational procedures in this application domain. It should assist the medical personnel in doing their work at the right point in time and, by providing the appropriate information, supporting them in taking the right decisions. Such an "active" clinical information system should only "suggest" and never "decide", however, at least in all cases where medical decisions are touched.
But even if one concentrates on organizatorial procedures, the problem of "smooth assistance" still occurs. The scenario description in Sect. 0 shows that it is obviously nearly impossible (except in very simple cases) to premodel all possible task sequences including all the possible deviations/exceptions which may occur. If a physician, for example, comes to the conclusion that an additional measure which has not been anticipated in the WF template is necessary in a given situation, the process-oriented information system must not prevent her or him to perform this measure. If the system would not support this, it would have to be "bypassed". Bypassing the system in such a case causes (besides other problems) the problem of missing documentation, however. Most of the actions concerning patient treatment have to be documented. This means, that one must either find a way in such cases to add this information later on in a secure and consistent (and legally acceptable) way to the electronic patient record or one runs into the problem of "dual" documentation.
As has been pointed out in Sect. 0, the support of temporal aspects is also an extremely important issue. That is the system should actively remind the user (in reasonable way -no "window terrorism") when deadlines are going to be missed. It should know about temporal dependencies between tasks such that the consequences of missing a deadline can be better understood by the user. This is also important in the context of introducing an additional step or changing pre-planned task sequences. The system should inform the user if such changes could violate any temporal constraints.
Taking all these aspects together (and, in addition, some aspects not explicitly mentioned above) one can state the following list of requirements for a process-oriented clinical information system: 1. It must offer simple to use and self-explaining interfaces for the daily work.
Although this is usually always required, it is of specific importance in the clinical domain because the personnel here is probably much less trained (due to a higher fluctuation; see Sect. 2) in using such specific systems and window-based systems in general. To make this point very clear: One cannot expect that physicians and nurses under stress are able to deal with typical window surfaces where multiple windows may pop up, which can be moved around, reduced, enlarged, and which may disappear when clicking at the wrong place. -That is any kind of "window terrorism" must be avoided! (see [RSD97] )
2. It must support ad-hoc deviations from the pre-modeled task plan (i.e. to omit or postpone steps, to change the sequence of steps, to insert new steps) during the execution of a WF-instance.
3. It must integrate all these changes properly, especially with respect to authorization and documentation.
Deviations must be recorded and may be subject to (later) approval by the next decision level.
4. To deviate from the WF plan (the WF template) must not be complicated for the user. That is, all the complexity of the re-mapping of the input-/output parameters of the affected components, the problem of missing input values due to the deletion of a step etc. must be hidden to a large degree from the user. Even if we may optimistically assume some skill in using computers, we can with certainty not expect in-depth knowledge about procedure invocation, mapping of parameters, and we can definitely not expect that these users perform any programming. -It is also not acceptable in general, that a user must check and decide at run-time, whether an envisaged modification may cause any run-time error in the sequel. Such checks have to be done be the system, ideally without performance penalty.
5. Partial or full abortion of processes happens, by nature, rather often in this environment. Supporting the "undoing" or "compensation" of (parts of) processes at a semantic level is therefore a must (or the system is not very helpful).
6. High reliability and data consistency are key requirements for such a system. These properties must be present also in the context of dynamic process modifications. A WF-template should already be validated at built-time whether any obscure system behavior (like deadlocks, cycles, passing of wrong or missing parameters when invoking application functions) could occur at run-time. If such problems are avoided at "construction time", they should also not be introduced at runtime in the context of dynamic modifications.
7. The WF model must support cyclic tasks (e.g. to adequately represent treatment cycles as those occurring in chemotherapy) as well as "jump backs" to previous steps.
The support of loop constructs does not look very complicated at first glace. In conjunction with the support of dynamic changes, however, it is not trivial at all as we will show in Sect. 5.3.
8. The system should support temporal aspects. Besides deadlines, it should also know and obey minimal and maximal time distances between steps, and it should discriminate between externally fixed dates and internally computed (derived) ones. It should monitor the steps with respect to time constraints and should also inform the user about potential problems caused by envisaged (dynamic) WF modifications.
9. It must run with acceptable performance, also for a large variety of users and/or for a large variety of concurrently active WF instances.
Although already rather lengthy, this list is still incomplete. Among others, further important aspects are certainly the adequate treatment of "media-breaks", the problem of mobility with respect to data entry and retrieval. It would also be desirable that the system adequately supports collaborative tasks, e.g. an electronic medical counsil.
We hope that we were able to convince the reader that all these requirements listed above are not "superficially" invented to justify research work but are very relevant for this application domain. Certainly, also in this domain one will find simple tasks which do only require a subset of the features outlined above. But, if one is going to use process-oriented information system on a broad basis, then at long last all these features are a must. -This is the reason why we consider this domain to be very challenging (the "killer application") for this kind of technology.
Due to lack of space, we can not address all of these issues in the sequel. Instead, we will concentrate on functionality related aspects, especially regarding dynamic workflow changes.
Contributions from Research and Development
The current state-of-the-art in WF technology is strongly influenced by the commercial market ([GHS95], [ShKo97] ). The separation of the flow structure and the application code is already realized (at least partially) in process-oriented WfMS like FlowMark [LeRo97] or WorkParty [Rupi97] . If the application components are properly implemented, in many cases a workflow-based application can be adjusted to changes of the business process with a relatively low effort [LeRo97] . Today's systems have been primarily designed for the automation of well-structured processes showing little variations in their possible task sequences. They implicitly make the assumption that all aspects of a business process and all tasks are known in advance to the WF designer, and they usually enforce a strict execution of the pre-modeled process. Although they allow online modification of staff definition or the exchange of application components during run-time, they are rather weak with respect to dynamic structural changes of running workflow instances (see [EKR95] , [Nutt96] , [ReDa97] , [Shet96] , [Sieb96] ). There are some systems (cf. [KRW90] , [GHS95] ) allowing the users to deviate from the pre-planned process at run-time, but at the risk of inconsistencies and errors. In addition little support is available for the abortion of running WF instances and for a system-supported "semantic rollback" of the changes and tasks performed so far.
There are numerous contributions from research which may positively influence the flexibility and adaptability of workflow-based applications in next generation WfMSs. At the technological level several directions can be made out. They aim at − the reduction of the necessary run-time adaptations by taking precautions already at the modeling level. In the following we describe some of these approaches in more detail. To cope with the combinatorial problem of a huge number of possible execution paths, mechanisms for descriptive WF modeling have been suggested. The MOBILE WF model [JST97] , for example, allows the WF designer to omit those aspects of a WF specification (e.g. the order of tasks) that should be left free for the user to choose at run-time. Although this simple approach allows task combination in a very flexible way, it is only applicable as long as the application components (i.e., the task programs) are encapsulated and autonomous, so that they can be executed in an arbitrary order. Unfortunately, this does only apply to the minority of business processes.
Han et al. [Han96] suggest a Petri net based model (HOON) for adaptive WF. The basic idea is to use mechanisms for the late binding of application components as well as WF models, which may therefore be dynamically and hierarchically combined during run-time. HOON does not support dynamic changes in the narrower sense; structural changes of a WF model are not possible after it has been bound to a transition. A more advanced approach is the concept of late modeling followed in the MOVE project [Hage97] . For process modeling FunSoft nets are used. The WF designer can explicitly specify those sub-processes of the WF that must be defined or modified during run-time, and he can explicitly define the conditions under which such changes become necessary. Late modeling requires that end users are familiar with the WF language used, which is illusory when end users are less trained with computers. A similar approach is offered by MOBILE [JST97] where sub-processes may be described in terms of goals as well as partially defined process patterns, which must be completed at run-time.
There are several approaches aiming at the support of ad hoc changes of single WF instances at run-time. Many of them are based on the object migration model (e.g. [KRW90] ). A WF, together with its definition, is regarded as an object ("circulation folder") which is sent from user to user according to the modeled control flow. Only the user who is currently in charge of the folder may change the flow, e.g., by adding an intermediate task or by skipping a task. This approach is sufficient for the support of simple processes as found in many office environments [KRW90] . A potential weakness is the simplicity of the underlying WF model. Parallel branchings and loop backs are not supported. The change operations provided consider the control flow, but they ignore other structural components of the WF specification, like the data flow, for example. This leaves significant complexity to application programmers, who themselves must ensure the correctness of the data flow when the flow is restructured.
A comparable functionality is offered by ObjectFlow [HsKl96] which uses a constrained Petri net based model. Users may temporarily change the course of the flow or add intermediate tasks. In addition, ObjectFlow supports dynamic tasks, i.e., the multiple concurrent instantiation of the same task type at a specific point of the WF. The actions which are necessary to handle exceptional events must be explicitly modeled as additional paths in the WF graph. When a user detects an exception, he must abort active tasks and modify the flow structure to transfer the control to the exception handling path.
An important contribution is offered by DYNAMITE [Heim96] . It aims at the support of the software development process, which is usually highly dynamic and for which the planning and the execution of tasks may overlap. DYNAMITE uses dynamic task nets which are built and modified incrementally during process execution. Formally, they are based on a graph rewriting system. The tasks which are dynamically added to a task net must be predefined in a process schema, which significantly limits the dynamics of this approach.
The WF models used by the presented approaches capture only one or a few aspects of the organizational processes, which may lead to problems when the WF structure is changed. The deletion or the addition of a task, for example, may cause data as well as temporal inconsistencies if no further precautions are taken. Apparent weaknesses in this context are the lack of a clear theoretical basis, undefined correctness criteria, and the lack of reliability in the presence of failures and exceptions ( [ReDa97] , [Shet96] ). Due to the complexity of business processes, more comprehensive modeling techniques are needed, allowing to capture the richness and complexity that accompany the computer-based support of business processes (cf. [Casa97] , [Sieb96] , [Haim96] . The challenge is to to keep such techniques usable in practice and to reduce the costs for model checking. Although there exist a variety of formal WF models (e.g. [EKR95] , [WoWe97] , [Haim96] ), adequate mechanisms for modifying structural components of a WF at run-time are missing for the most part [EKR95] .
There are few approaches addressing correctness issues in conjunction with dynamic changes. Notable exceptions come from Ellis et al. [EKR95] and Casati et al. [Casa96] . In contrast to ad hoc changes of a single WF instance, these approaches deal with the handling of running WF instances when their schema is modified. The authors restrict their considerations to dynamic changes of the control flow. In the formal approach followed by Ellis et al. a change corresponds to the replacement of a subnet of the WF graph by a new one. It is said to be correct if afterwards the WF instances can either be executed according to the old schema or to the new one. Casati et al. propose a set of change primitives and evolution policies. Formal criteria are introduced in order to determine which WF instances can be transparently migrated to the new schema. A similar approach is followed by OBD bp/wf [BPS97] . Still an open research issue is the question how to integrate dynamic structural changes at the schema level with ad hoc structural changes of single active WF instances.
Several proposals have been made to combine formal and well-structured processes with informal group processes. Communication-oriented models are based on a speech act conversation model [Medi92] which reduces organizational processes to networks of commitment loops between process participants. Other approaches follow goal-based models (c.f. [BlNu95] , for example). All these approaches share the disadvantage that the achieved flexibility is paid by a more complicated modeling of even simple, repetitive processes. An important complement of WF technology in this context is its integration with collaborative systems, e.g., to support unstructured activities at specific points of a WF (e.g., [BlNu95] , [ShKo97] , [Webe97] ). That is, for predefined steps in a WF execution a collaboration between process participants is started (e.g., a synchronous communication through video-conferencing) and the WF execution waits for its end before it resumes. Some fundamental problems which must be addressed include the exchange of (structured) data between the WfMS and the groupware system [Webe97] and the management of contextual information [BlNu95] .
Finally, a significant influence comes from the field of transactional WFs. [LeRo97] will further contribute to simplify and to speed up application development and to make WF applications more reliable. In the context of dynamic changes transactional WFs could support the transactional execution of structural changes and the synchronization of concurrent changes.
The ADEPT Approach to Process-oriented Information Systems
As already indicated, the main problem is that most of the issues addressed in the previous sections cannot be treated reasonably well when considered in an isolated fashion only. In the ADEPT ♠ project we, therefore, are trying to look at the different facets of advanced process-oriented information systems at the same time: user interfaces, component-based software development, support of dynamic changes, support of temporal aspects, name some examples (see [DaKl98] for a short project synopsis or visit our home page). Due to lack of space we cannot elaborate all the interdependencies here. Instead, we focus on the WF model and on different facets of the support of dynamic changes. We use the ADEPT WF model and concepts to illustrate the problems and to outline how an integrated solution could look like. We only describe here those parts of the ADEPT methodology which are necessary for this discussion, however. More comprehensive treatments of this approach can be found in [ReDa97] .
The ADEPT Base Model and Usability Aspects
As described in the sections 2 and 3, one of the challenges for process-oriented clinical information systems is to find a reasonable compromise between the expressive power of the modeling language -which shall allow to adequately model all relevant process types -on the one side and usability by the WF designer as well as by the end-user on the other side. "Adequately" in this context means (among other things) that the resulting model (i.e., the graphical representation) should represent the real-world process as naturally as possible. We have found, for example, the support of cyclic tasks (e.g., to support patient treatment cycles) to be rather important. Thus the modeling language should allow to express loops explicitly. "Usability" on the one hand means -and this is of extreme importance in the context of dynamic changes -that the (e.g., graphical) representation of the running WF instance is still understandable to the end-user, or at least to those end-users which are allowed to perform dynamic changes. That is a user must be able to understand the consequences of a change she or he is going to perform and should also be able to understand why the system is refusing to perform a certain change request. (There should be no "magic" behind.) Usability on the other hand means, that the user must be sure that a dynamic change (e.g., skipping a step or changing the sequence of steps) will not violate the consistency or even stability of the system. Such checks can not be performed by the user -especially not during the exceptional situation which has caused the dynamic change -but have to be performed by the system. This means, in turn, that the WF model must allow by construction to detect all inconsistencies and must also allow to perform the checks very efficiently. (Think of an emergency case which causes the deviation from the standard process; one cannot wait for minutes for the system's decision in such a situation.) -For all of these reasons we have dismissed, for example, the idea of using Petri nets for process modeling. Instead, we have adopted concepts from block-structured process description languages [Dijk68] (as has also been done in [Rein93] and [Sieb96] , for example) and have enriched this concept by introducing further control structures and well-defined correctness criteria regarding the data flow and the dynamic behavior of a process (e.g., reachability of steps; see [ReDa97] for a formal and detailled description). Fig. 1 illustrates the philosophy how processes are modeled in ADEPT. This representation is not intended for the normal end-user. However, even more "end-user-friendly" interfaces will somehow reflect the basic concepts described here to avoid too large discrepancies between the mental model of the user and the model used in reality by the system. In the ADEPT WF model different types of nodes are used to discriminate between different kinds of branchings and loops. One class of edge types is used to describe the control flow and another one, together with so-called "data elements", to describe the data flow of the process ♦ . In the ADEPT WF model branchings as well as loops are always modeled in a block-oriented fashion. A "branching block" as well as a "loop block" always has exactly one entry and one exit node. Blocks may be nested but are not allowed to overlap. As this limits the expressive power of the WF model so-called "synchronization edges" (see below) can be used in addition which allows to describe also very complex structures, if necessary. We have selected this block structure because it is rather quickly understood by users, it allows to provide conveniently to use syntaxdirected WF model editors, and it also allows -in combination with the other concepts outlined above -the implementation of efficient algorithms for consistency checking.
The "ingredients" described so far are the same for WF templates (as stored in the WF repository) and for WF instances in execution. At the instance level, special labels (ACTIVATED, RUNNING, ...; see Fig. 1 ) are used to exactly describe the status of nodes and edges during the execution of the WF instance.
Support of Dynamic Changes
As described above, the support of dynamic changes makes only sense, in general, if there is no risk of subsequent program crashes or data losses due to lost update problems. One approach to solve the problem is to support only trivial modifications like allowing only to insert a new step into a sequential chain of steps or to enforce that all previous steps are completed before the newly inserted step can be activated. Such measures make consistency checking much more easier, but also restrict the practical usability of this feature significantly. In ADEPT we, therefore, decided to support all types of dynamic changes: insertions (as sequential or as parallel steps), deletions, and shifts (i.e., changing the sequence of steps). The only "structural condition" is that the requested change must lead again to a proper block structure of the process, in which additional synchronization edges may be used, if necessary (see below). (The user is not really burdened with this restructuring of the WF graph. He or she expresses the change request in a rather declarative way; graph transformation rules and graph reduction rules are used to perform the necessary transformation; see [ReDa97] for details). As response to a change request ADEPT, in essence, first checks all data dependencies and sequence constraints to detect whether the problem of missing input values, lost updates, or cyclic waits (deadlocks) may occur in the modified WF graph. In case of missing input values (which may occur due to the insertion, the deletion, or the shift of steps) ADEPT will offer the user to generate a form and prompt for these values (either immediately or when needed). Only if no consistency problem may occur -or if it is explicitly accepted by the user -ADEPT will accept the change request and perform the necessary graph transformations.
Let us assume that the WF instance graph at a certain point in time looks like as the one depicted in Fig. 1 . The steps represented by the nodes Startloop and B are completed and step C is currently in execution. Let us further assume that an exceptional situation occurs which makes it necessary or desirable to immediately perform ♦ The "data elements" used in ADEPT are similar (to a certain degree) to the "data containers" used in FlowMark, but store the data versioned to allow partial rollback also within loops, even to an earlier iteration of the loop.
step D, but to maintain the order of all the other steps (i.e. step E after step D, step G after E and F; and transitively also after D). At first, the data dependencies for step D are checked.
Step D is executable, in principle, because it receives its input data from step B which already has been completed and it does not produce any process relevant output data and therefore no problem of lost updates may occur. Thus the restructuring of the WF graph can be started. In order to make it possible that step D can be immediately started, step D must no longer be a successor to step C (because it would have to wait for C's completion). Instead, D has to be placed in a parallel branch to step E. This means that the control edge from C to D has to be removed and to be replaced by a control edge from B to D. Step D has become a parallel step with respect to step C, its predecessor with respect to the control flow is now step B, and the control edge from B to D is marked with TRUE_SIGNALED which means in ADEPT, step D can be executed (because its start conditions are satisfied). This transformation alone would not be correct, however, because not all of the previously existing constraints are obeyed any longer. It would be possible, for example, that step E is being started (once step C has been completed) in parallel or even before step D. To enforce the correct execution sequence, a "synchronization edge" (SYNC_E) from step D to step E is introduced into the graph which enforces that step E cannot be started until step D has been completed. ADEPT uses different types of synchronization edges to express different kinds of "wait-for" situations (for details see [ReDa97] ). The final process graph after modification is depicted in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3: Dynamic Change -Final Process Graph
As already mentioned above, ADEPT is supporting the full range of modification operations. Among other things it provides a variety of different policies to flexibly deal with uncompleted tasks in conjunction with forward jumps.
Loops and Dynamic Changes
We consider the provision of explicit loop constructs as being very important. It improves the readability of the WF model and allows to distinguish between unintentionally modeled cycles ("bad cycles") from intentionally modeled loops ("good cycles") during consistency checks. If both, loops and dynamic changes are supported in one system, then one has to decide on the duration of dynamic changes affecting steps which belong to a loop: Shall the modification be valid only for the current iteration of the loop (as it might be the case for ad hoc de-viation presented above) or shall it also be valid for all subsequent iterations? To "hard-wire" one of these alternatives is certainly no good idea. Instead, the system should offer to perform the modification temporarily (i.e. only valid for the current iteration) or to perform it permanently for this WF instance. To avoid potential misunderstandings with modifications of the WF template (in the WF repository), we will refer to these modifications as loop-permanent and loop-temporary modifications in the sequel.
To support both, loop-temporary as well as loop-permanent modifications is not as straightforward as it looks at first glance, especially if they occur in combination. Additional rules are necessary to describe when a modification can become loop-permanent and when it can only become loop-temporary. The most important rule is that a loop-permanent modification must not depend on a previously performed loop-temporary modification.
Otherwise it would either be lost in the next iteration (where the loop-temporary modification is no longer present) or it may cause inconsistencies or even program crashes. In addition, once a loop-permanent modification has been accepted, no additional user-interaction should become necessary during the subsequent loops to resolve consistency problems. How ADEPT is dealing with this situation is sketched in the following.
For each WF instance ADEPT potentially manages two process graphs. A process graph P current , which reflects the currently valid flow structure (i.e., the set of nodes, edges, and data elements) as well as the status information of the process, and a process graph P perm which describes the nodes, edges, and data elements that are looppermanently valid. Note, that P perm may contain more or less nodes and edges than P current depending on the kind of loop-temporary modifications which have been applied. (In addition, all changes to this process instance are kept in a "change history log" which records them with timestamps, duration of validity, starting conditions, etc. But this is not of further importance for the following.) These two graphs are serving as the basis for performing loop-temporary and loop-permanent modifications. Loop-permanent modification requests are first checked against P perm . If no unresolvable conflicts are detected, then the modification request is also checked against P current because loop-temporary changes may prevent to accept the permanent change at this point in time. In such cases ADEPT will allow to "register" the change request and the change will become effective at the next possible point in time.
We illustrate the usage of the two graphs by an example: Assume our WF as described in Fig. 3 has completed steps C, D, E, and G. In addition, a loop-permanent deletion has been applied to step F and two new steps X and Y have been loop-temporarily inserted succeeding the steps D and G, but still within the loop. Furthermore, a step Z has been (permanently) inserted after the loop-end-node. The resulting P current graph could then look like at a certain instance in time as depicted in Fig. 4 . The deleted node is now represented by a "gravestone" (NULL -node) and the three newly inserted nodes, together with their data elements as well as control flow and data flow edges, are appearing. The corresponding P perm graph would then look like the one depicted in Fig. 5 . Steps X and Y are not present in this graph, but step Z is.
Fig. 4: P current
The proper treatment of temporary changes is somewhat more complicated as may be derived from this simple example. Loops, for example, may be nested. Thus several levels (or categories) of loop-temporary changes may occur. Think, for example, that the loop depicted in the figures above is framed by an outer loop and that step Z is not permanently inserted but is a loop-temporary modification which is performed while the system is in the "inner loop". Assume further that there is a data dependency between step X and step Z. What shall happen to step Z when the current iteration of the inner loop is completed and step X disappears again? One possibility is to treat Z like an newly inserted step and to prompt the user for the missing input values. Another possibility is to inform the user and to apply a "cascading delete" semantic whenever temporarily inserted steps are depending on other temporarily inserted steps which have been removed. This latter strategy is applied in ADEPT, for example. The discussion on supporting loops and dynamic changes has shown that many non-trivial interdependencies among the different features exist (and we could easily enlarge the list by adding 'temporal support', 'component-based software development', and other things) which must be carefully analyzed and understood. Similar like with concurrency control in databases one cannot implement such a system by adding one balcony to the other to solve situation-dependent problems. Instead, a proper formal framework with clear semantics is needed which allows to argue on 'correctness' and which covers all possible cases (no "implementation holes"), either by supporting the desired action or by rejecting it.
Summary and Outlook
The main issue of this paper was to discuss the challenges for process-oriented information systems for the clinical environment and to elaborate that these challenges respectively the technological answers cannot be treated in an isolated fashion but have to be understood in conjunction. We have used the clinical domain because we do believe that it is indeed very challenging with respect to its functional needs on the one side, but it is not so "exotic" on the other side that the features needed there would not be very useful (or even mandatory) for other advanced application areas as well. We have described the clinical application scenario rather detailed to make clear under which working conditions this technology must prove its usefulness and applicability, and to make also evident, that the requirements we have elaborated are not just artificial ones. Based on these analyses the answer to the question posed in the title should be clear: it is "Yes, when looking at the whole picture, at present, clinical workflows are the 'killer application' for the process-oriented information system technology which is currently available".
We have surveyed a number of contributions from research and development and have discussed to which extend the methods or proposals made there could be used to solve the problems addressed. Most of these proposals concentrate on certain aspects only. Especially the aspect of supporting dynamic changes which is very important for the clinical application domain, is addressed only in very few proposals and, if it is addressed, usually only some aspects are considered, lacking correctness and consistency issues. In Sect. 5 we, therefore, have used some selected examples to point out the challenges in some detail and have described how these problems are handled in the ADEPT project.
As pointed out in the paper, the ADEPT project attempts to consider most of the challenges described above in conjunction with each other. During the last years, we therefore have intensively worked on different aspects of such a system and have implemented several dedicated prototypes to study implementation and usability aspects of certain features. Looking at the total landscape, support of temporal and dynamic changes as well as their various side-effects are probably understood best in ADEPT in the mean-time. Also component-oriented software development, user-interface issues, and the required support of organizatorial structures (which is a nightmare in this domain) are understood quite well. The work on large-scale aspects as well as on supporting inter-workflow dependencies (another important aspect we could not address in this paper because of lack of space) is on its way (cf. [BaDa97] , [HeDa97] , for example). We are convinced that the approach we have taken in the ADEPT project will allow to support the clinical application domain in an adequate way.
Recently we have started the design and implementation of the first version of ADEPT workflow which shall comprise most of the features addressed within one system. The description of the system architecture and the discussion of implementation issues will be the subject of other papers.
